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ADOPTION OF THL AGENDA  (ID/B/I?) 

1. The PRESIDENT ^aid that,  having consulted the other members of the 

Bureau, ho would like  to suggest that the Board should adopt the provisional 

agenda (ID/B/19) as it stood,  and postpone consideration of the order of dis- 

cussion of the items and the organization of the Board's work until a later stage. 

After adopting the agenda,  the Board could begin the gcnersl debato.      Organiza- 

tional questions could then be discusced informally in the various groups before 

being taken up formally by the Bonrd. 

2. Mr. BIiT&.'COUKT (Brazil) noted that the title cf item 10 of tho pro- 

visional agenda contained no reference to  tho problème concernine  the decentralisa- 

tion of UIIIDO's activities or to the establishment of standing committees as 

subsidiary organs of the Bocrd.      He thought th. t those points should be specifically 

mentioned in tho agenda which,  moreover,  made no mention of the pledging conference 

provided for in Section II, paragrr.ph -3(a), of General Assembly resolution 2152 

(XXI) and in operative paragraph 1 of resolution 2 (I) of the Board. 

3. Mr. BLAIùSE (Kothorloads) said he assumed thct oertain other points 

which wore not specifically mentioned in th*j agende, euch as  the role el foreign 

private capital,  could be discussed under the must appropri te ito». 

4. The PKEálDBKT suggested thut the provisional agenda should be adopted 

on the understanding that the various points raised would be discussed by the 

Board in due course« 

UËHERàL DEBATE 

6. Mr. ABDEL-RAHMAK (Executive Direotor) recalled that wh*n h« had last 

had an opportunity to report to the Board, at it« first session, UBIDO had bean 

only three months old.     At that first session, the Headquarters Agrseasnt had 

been signed with the Austrian Government.      Three non the later an advance party of 
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staff members had arrived at Vienivi to be joinod,   in the following few months 

by more than 500 other.      Only a minority of that  number had been transferred 

from the Centre for industrial Development and other United Nations bodies, 

the majority consisting of new recruits.      Sixty per cent of UNIDO 's professional 

staff had loss than two years of experience in the Organization and 90 per cent 

of the general service staff had had no previous connexion with the United Nations. 

The Organization was thus inevitably ,?oing through a period of adjustment.      The 

Austrian authorities had been extremely co-operative and he was sure that,  with 

continued co-operation, UNIDO would be established in its permanent headquarters 

on the banks of the Danube within the next few years. 

7. One of UNIDOR major activities had been the holding of the International 

Symposium on Industrial Development at Athens, the report of which was before 

the Board (ID/B/21 and Corr. 1 and Add. l).      The holding of the Symposium had 

boon beset with difficulties,  including an emergency situation arising out of 

local political events while the meeting was actually in progress.      The Symposium 

had covered a large number of items and in addition to the official meetings a 

new venture,  namely the Industrial Promotion Service,  had been organisod.      It 

was generally considered that the Symposium had been a success,  thanks to the 

efforts of all the participants,  and the arrangements by the host Government 

had been fully satisfactory.       Tho Symposium had provided an opportunity for a 

constructive dialoguo betweon devo loped and developing countries on a wide range 

of topics relating to industrialization, for the exchange of experience, and for 

oontacts botwoen interested parties in the difforent countries.      The recommenda- 

tions of the Symposium,  if approved by the Board,  could provide guidance for the 

future activities of UNIDO. 

8. A considerable effort had boen made during tne past year to orient UNIDO»* 

activities along the guidelines providod by tho Board in resolution l(l).      Major 

attention had been devotod to the promotion and servicing of field activities 

and the adjustment of supporting activities to ensure practical resulte.      The 

process of re-orientation and adjustment of programaos would take time.      The task 

did not depend solely on the Secretariat i    it had much to do with action by member 

States and the oo-operation of other international bodies and with the industrial 

and financial community at large.      In the further development of UHHJO's 

•••••(•••Ma 
mam 
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programme, the who lo of that potential for action should be taken into account 

and the Board might wish to guide the Secretariat  in that respect. 

9. Highest priority W^J being given 10 operational activities financed from 

voluntary contributions  through UNDP and funds   ir... trust.      Cf UNIDO's four main 

programmes of operations - the UNDP/Special Fund component,  the UNDP/Technical 

Assistance component,   the Special Industrial Services Programme and the regular 

programme of the United Nations - all except   the  last had now been established 

on a continuous programming basis.      However,   the Secretariat  had no way of 

knowing beforehand what  roquests would be received and approved,   nor would an 

especially established coiümittee be in a different position.       The  I969 programmo 

was therefore merely an indication of projects under consideration.      UNIDO was, 

in of feet, becoming a servicing organization which stood ready to receive, handle 

and fulfil industry requests that might  como from any country at  any time, 

although forward yearly programming was still the procedure for the United Nations 

regular programme.      The change to continuous programming presented particular 

difficulties for UNIDO bcocuco of the oomploxity of many industrial operation!. 

The UNIDO Secretariat therefore needed greater flexibility in procedures to deal 

with varying situations. 

10. Those considerations woro at the basis of the SIS programmo.       When that 

programme had boon instituted-   it had been apparent that some industrial requests 

could not bo forenoon tv o  Ox» tarée years ahoad of time and that  suitable pro- 

cedures would be rDquirud for handling ihem;     tho procedures of the Expanded 

Programme of Technical Assistance had allowed for contingence allocations and 

ro-programming as exceptional measures only.       Tho SIS programme also brought 

UNIDO into closer conxact with real and urgent  problems of industry.      It should 

thoroforo bo evaluated not only in monetary terms but with due regard to the 

effectiveness of the assistance ¿"enderod. 

11. Tho establishment of the system of UNIDO field advisers in collaboration 

with UNDP war. an important moans of promoting operational activities and making 

UNIDO's activities more effective.      The programme had been initiated in 1967 

with fivo posts financed from the organization^ regular budget.       It was hoped 

that UNDP would gradually assumo responsibility for financing tho programme, 

which would eventually provide for some twenty field advisers, and for whioh a 

servicing unit had been established at hoadquarters. 
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12. The Swiss Government had contributed 1 million Swiss francs to UNIDO and it 

was hoped that that sum could bo a pont on fellowships to acquaint students from 

developing countries with the potential benofito of the operational activitioe 

of UNIDO       Tho fellowship-holdorc would in effect bo the national counterparts 

of field adviserB.       That would bo a furthor step in compliance with tho Board'a 

diroctivo concerning the development of operational activities and tho strengthen- 

ing of contacts between UNIDO and the dovclopinp countries, 

13. Another °cep in tho same direction had been tricen by sevoral countries as a 

rosult of the recommendation of the Athens Symposium on tho establishment of 

national committeos for UNIDO.      Thoso committee« would bo central advisory bodies 

including representatives of government and industry.      UNIDO had boon officially 

notified of the establishment of national coramittoos in Sudan,  Rwanda and India, 

and many other countries wore in the process of establishing such bodios. 

Committees of that kind would be most helpful in assisting co-operation and 

co-ordination with UNIDO,  and UNIDO would keep them fully informed of itB 

activities. 

14. The operational activities of UNIDO could never moot more than a small 

fraction of the requirements of tho developing countries for oxtornal assistance 

for industry.      Promotional projects providing a leverage effect would therefore 

become an increasingly prominent foature of UNIDO's programme.      The promotion 

of the financing of industrial projects was tho subject of a training course 

currently being hold in New York.      Several countries wore proparing roquests to 

UNIDO concerning tho establishment of promotional mootings botwoen thoir atrthori- 

+1*0 and possible invt s tors..    It was also hopod to convene a number of promotion 

meetings, each devotod to a specific branch of industry, to which a selected 

number of participants from donor and recipient countries would be invited* 

Such meetings might take place in conjunction with such events as industrial 

fairs. 

15. The developing countries were also in urgent neod of information to assist 

the« in their industrial activities.     To meet 'that need UNIDO was preparing 

to establish an Industrial Information Contre at Vionna.      The Austrian Government 

had contributed $200,000 to UNIDO in I967 and that contribution was to be used 

principally to finance the Information Centre, which would constitute another 
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link in the chain of contacts which UNIDO was establishing with the industrial 

and financial communities in the developing and developed countries. 

16. In order to sustain the experience  already accumulated by developing countries 

and to keep those countries informed of changos ir the worl 1 market situation 

and of now technologies and procedures,   a number of  in-plant  training courses 

had been initiated during the past  three years.      However,   as there was now 

urgent need tc  institutionalize those  courses,  he hoped that  the Board would 

examino the proposal before it   (lD/B/26/Add.3) and recommend the establishment 

of international institutions specialising in particular branches of industry. 

17. To support  operational and promotional activities UNIDO must  continue its 

programme of research, meetings and expert groups in accordance with the guide- 

linos established by the Board.       Although UNIDO was not a research organitation 

in the academic sense,  its programme should nevertheless be firmly founded on 

research. 

18. The United Nations family of organizations was starting preparations for the 

Second Development Decade and the part relating to industry was assigned to UNIDO. 

The studies entailed in that task required exploratory and statistical investiga- 

tions and planning,  and ce-oporation would be offered by PAO,  the ILO and UNESCO. 

19. In the future, UNIDO could be expected to play an important role in such new 

areas of activity as tho regulation of industrial relations and practices and the 

co-ordination of research for industrial .application,  especially in such new fields 

aa resources of tho sea and space utilization.      A further potential area of 

interest would be co-operation with the major trade and information centres that 

were being increasingly established in the advanced countries. 

20. the Board had an important and specific duty concerning the co-ordination 

of tho activities of tho United Nations family in the field of industrial develop- 

ment.      Moreover the croation of UNIDO had posed a number of questions which had to 

be rogualtod ac regards its co-operation with other United Nations agencies 

dealing with industry.      During tho past year, bilateral discussions had been 

held with the Exocutivo Heads of the ILO, UNESCO, PAO and WHO to clarify suoh 

questions and considerable progross had boen achieved.      Early in April UNIDO had 

signed a note of understanding with tho ILO concerning co-operation in the fields 

of management and training, development institutes for specific industry branches, 
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small-scale industry and cntrepreneurship,  as woll as manpower planning, and a 

similar note with UNESCO for co-operation in the field of standards and industrial 

specifications as well as science,  technology and education.       Further discussions 

should eventually lead to draft agreements,  which in turn would be submitted to 

the Board and to the intergovernmental bodies o    the other organizations for 

endorsement - possibly at the next session of the Board.      The genuine spirit of 

co-operation prevailing in the various cogencies should help to eliminate past 

overlapping and conflict. 

21. Co-ordination with the Regional Commissions was also to be intensified «ad 

tho services of a largo number cr regional industrial advisors were already being 

utilized jointly.      UNIDO would also  3ndoavour to develop co-operation with inter- 

governmental and non-governmental organizations,  particularly those which had been 

granted consultative status with the Eoard. 

22. The UNIDO budget proposals for I969 providod for very limited increases above 

tho level of I968.      When considering the proposed Regular Programme for I969 

(ID/B/26),  the Board might also wish to consider tho question of establishing 

guidelines for tho utilization of funds under tho Regular Programme.      According 

to present  estimates,  all available funds under tho SIS programme wore likely to 

be fully obligated in I969 and to ensure continuity of that highly effective 

programme replenishment by further voluntary contributions by Governments would be 

essential.       In that connexion ho would draw attention to document  ID/B/30, 

dealing with voluntary contributions as a source of financing.       Actually the 

financing situation was beset by many uncertainties due partly to the change in 

procedures under UNDP/TA and partly to diver<»onceB of views between members of the 

Board and the General Assembly.      Ho felt that an organization that was new and 

essentially operational should havo a greater dogroo of certainty with regard to 

its financial resources. 

23. The apparent fragmentation of the programme of activities into seemingly 

separate projeots reflected tho multiplicity and complexity of industrial problems 

faced by the developing countries.      However, UNIDO had developed coherent and 

general approaches in its programmes in the form of fifteen main areas in which 

the activities were presented to tho Board, and in the form of the main procedure« 

of action under field operations, promotion, oo-ordination, research and studies, 
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and contacts; UNIDO w.o also reconciling two seemingly contradictory guidelines; 

the need for long-range planning and the need to respond to requests from the field. 

24- UNIDO had approached its task3 on ohe basis of a fundamental though implicit 

concept that in every specific industrial activity there had to "be a possibility 

of mutual benefit to the parties concerned and it was, therefore, intent on pro- 

moting co-operation between prospective parties. 

25. The world had recently been passing through a period of political and economic 

difficulties. The latter in particular were bound to dim the immediate perspective 

of a substantial increase in aid and international assistance from rich countries 

to developing areas - an increase which was essential if accelerated economic deve- 

lopment and industrialization were to be ensured. Notwithstanding those difficulties, 

it was hoped that international co-operation in the economic field would oontinue 

to grow, since the industrialized countries were fully aware of the economic, social 

and political problems po¡?3d by underdevelopment and of the necessity of avoiding a 

widening of the economic gap between the poor and rich countries that oould en- 

danger security and peace. It was in that long-range perspective of international 

solidarity and co-operation that the activities of UNIDO should be viewed. 

26»     The PRESIDENT proposed that the statement of the Executive Direotor 

should be ooncidered a policy statement and issued as an official dooument of the 

Board. 

27. It was so decided.^/ 

28«     Mr. A3HARI (Indonesia) deplored the fact that most of the developed 

oountries had not fulfilled the expectation that they would contribute one per oent 

of their gross national income in assistance to developing oountries. He reoalled 

the reoommendation made at the second United Nations Conferenoe on Trade and Deve- 

lopment and appealed to the economically advanoed countries to reach the target «et. 

A short fall in oapital flow to developing areas could retard eoonomic growth and 

thus worsen political and social conditions. 

1/  The full text of the statement made by Mr. Abdel-Rahman baa been issued 
as dooument ID/B/36. 
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29. At the International Symposium on Industrial Development rocently hold at 

Athens (ID/B/21) it had been found that progrese in industrial development was 

still discouraging.  The average rate of industria] growth (seven per cent) was 

by no means to bo considered satisfactory because in the predominantly agricul- 

tural developing countries industry accounted for only a minor part of the 

national income.  He therofore asked the Board carefully to study the recommenda- 

tions adopted at the Symposium and to allocate priorities in the light of the 

limited resources at the disposal of UNIDO and the great expectations of member 

countries and thus make assistance more effective.  Particular consideration 

should be given to the interrelation between agriculture and industry, and 

especially the food-production industry. 

30. The results achieved at the second United Nations Conference JII Trade and 

Development had unfortunatoly boon limited and showed that a real policy for 

co-operation in development was still lacking, although the developed countries 

were showing a greater understanding of the problems confronting the developing 

countries.  His delegation believed that the principles embodied in the Charter 

of Algiers represented a roalistic common platform for the group of seventy-seven 

developing countries and should serve as a basis for international action. 

31. The transformation of an agricultural economy into an industrial economy 

was a slow and difficult process, and its purpose wcx.ld be defeated if new 

industrial projocts were to face export problems in the future.  The developed 

countries should adjust thoir own industrial structure so as to allow the 

developing countries to produce semi-processed end processed primary commodities 

and semi-manufactured and manufactured goods using indigenous raw materials. 

32. Domestic savings in the developing countries were still very low and 

external financing was still inadequate. 

33* Since UNIDO was limited in its annual budget it had to restrict itself to 

programmes mainly involving the human aspects, such as allocation of experts, 

rather than the material aspects of industrialization.  His delegation felt that 

in I968 and I969 UNIDO should aim at widening the scope for self-help in the 

developing oountries and at supervising bilateral programmes which should be 

carried out implemented by those countries themselves, to the extent of their 
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34-     In that connexion, hu wished to report on Indonesia's successful experience 

in organizing a Top-Management  Consultation Seminar in East Java,   in co-operation 

\xith UNIDO, on tho recommendation of the Athens Symposium.      Senior management 

personnel from forty loading industrial cntorprises had beon taught how to apply 

tho most raodorn p-movement techniques in solving Indonesia's pressing industrial 

problème.       Indonesia had thus  contributed directly to the efforts of UNEDO in 

tho fi^ld of management development programmes. 

35«     He  emphasized the need for greater  • o-ordination of the activities of the 

vaviouu United Nation., specialized a¿;enciac • Jfo.-.Aing assistance in tho industrial 

field so as to eliminato confusion among the authorities of recipient countries. 

Tho same applied  üO  regional United Nations bodies.       He hoped that the stationing 

of UNIDO regional officerà would help in that respect  and noted that much progress 

had been achieved by ECAFE and the ils i an Industrial Development  Council in 

rar rv eying and studying the various industries suitable for regional co-operation. 

36.    As regards the organisât .Lo nal problems of tho UNIDO Secretariat, it was to 

bo hoped thai  nero cxlor^ivc  uso would be made of personnel from developing 

countries.      Although itn financial contribution was  limited,  his Government 

vías proparod to  contribute to UNIBO's efforts both by providing staff members 

and oxportr   \ncl by making; available facilities for conferences,   workshops and 

tho  like. 

3?.     At present  Indonesia way uuier&oing a crucial period in its economy;    tho 

Government had set  itself the  eb.y-otivec  of ensuring political and economical 

stability.      An 000nomic rehabilitation and j¿.vbij.is-.¿ition programme was being 

vigorously pursued to arrest  .nono+a y  Inflation.       In the industrial sector, 

existing enterprises wore, bei n* rehabilitated and projects awaiting completion 

won being stepped up.      The  emphasis in  the rehabilitation period was being 

placed on industrias relating to food production,  exports, textiles and industries 

supporting tho infrastructure) of the country.      Since external financing had 

proved insufficient for developing the natural resources of Indonesia, the 

Government was welcoming foreign capital investments as a means of complementing 

domestic capital and mobilizing it for productive purposes and it was also 

encouraging joint ventures in various soctor3 of the oconomy. 
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38. The industrialization of tho developing countries,  as an absolute pre- 

roqxiisitc for raising the living standards  of tho ir people, was a hugù under- 

taking that required convergent  national and international measures.      While 

primary responsibility lay with the developing countries themselves,  their 

efforts must be assisted and complemented by international endeavours.      UNIDO's 

work in directing such activities was thus  of prime importance. 

39. Mr.  SINGH (India) said that his country had always supportod initiatives 

which would strengthen the efforts of the United Nations Agencies in the field 

of economic development and it  earnestly hoped that UNIDO would progrese i ve Ijr be 

able to carry out  its assigned task of promoting the industrialization of the 

developing countries by encouraging the mobilization of national and international 

resources. 

40. The rate of growth of tho economy of  a country as a whole was substantially 

determined bjr the pace of industrialization.      The fact that countries which had 

recently begun to develop had fallen behind the advanced nations of the world 

had created certain crucial problems.      Tho developing countries lacked both 

the capital and the technical expertise to  close rhe gap;    however, the developed 

countries of the world were in a position to assis" in making up tho deficiencies. 

41. There was a paramount need to co-ordinate the activities of tho United Nations 

system of organizations in industry and to  idontify overlapping activities in the 

interests of more effective action.      His delegation believed that effective 

co-ordination amounted to more than putting togethor a series of programmes 

initiated or assisted by a multitude of agencies;    the co-ordinating agency - 

namely UNIDO - must have a clear scale of priorities together with the authority, 

subject to the usual consultation procedures, to ensure that the activities of 

the various agencies formed a coherent pattern.      Tho Board should tako the 

advantage of the present session to consider how best that could be achieved. 

42. UNIDO, as a newly established organization, had a vital need to publioize 

its activities since effective action on a wide scale was often impeded by 

ignorance on the part of the recipient countries and it was encouraging to note 

that  it had already taken several measures to overcome that initial difficulty. 

Per example, agreement had been reached with the Administrator of UHDP with 

regard to the establishment of a UNIDO Field Service to be integrated with the 
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JNDP Field Office;    UNIDO had sont out  exploratory missions to investigate the 

overall requirements of certain countries;    it had disseminated information 

regarding its procedures and programmes tc developing countries and appointed 

interregional advisers;     it  ha.s   also  sei  up an Industrial Promotion Service. 

Above  all,  UNIDO had organized the International Symposium at Athens in 1967, 

which had served as a clearing-house for information on vital issues of intei- 

national co-operation in the field of  industry.      His  country,  for one,  had 

benefited greatly from the discussions.       One important recommendation made at 

tho Symposium was that  National Committees,   composed of  representatives of 

'various States,  public „nd private   uudius onc.rn-_d vith industrialization,  should 

be established.       India had already established a National Committee which included, 

in addition tc Government  representatives,  some of the  leading industrialists in 

the country as well as representatives  of organized labour.       It was hoped that, 

through that  Committee,   close  and continuous  liaison would be established between 

trade  and industry in India and the activities of UNIDO. 

43«     The amount  of assist-.nee obtained so far by India from UNIDO bad been 

comparatively snail.       Owing to   lack of adequate information on the activities 

of UNIDO that was  in part duo to a paucity of suitable proposals.       India hoped 

shortly to submit  somo proposals which might be incorporated at   least  in the 

I969 work programme of UNIDO, 

44.    Not only would his country look forward to receiving active and increasing 

assistance from UNIDO but it was also fortunately in a position to contributo in 

several ways to activities of UNIDO and,  through it,  to the economic development 

of sister countries.       In tho course of tho past decado or more,  India had built 

up a diversified industrial economy;     several new linos of manufacture had been 

introduced and the capacity for building equipment for the establishment of a 

variety of industries had been .acquired during that period.      With such an 

industrial basis,  togother with the experience gained in the process of economic 

dcvolopment,  India was now in a position to help other developing countries to 

establish a number of industries,  for example by providing equipment both for 

the production of consumer gcods and for the strengthening of infrastructure 

facilities.      India had also developed the capacity for manufacturing metallurgical 

equipment and could now mako a significant contribution to tho development of 

fertilizer and chemical industries in general and small-scale industries in 

particular. 
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45. The availability of equipment was not in itsolf sufficiont to meet the 

requirements of developing countries;    they neoded assistance in an intogratod 

form inclusive of the design of the project, supply of equipment,  construction, 

and training of operational personnel.       Indi:i was proparod to take on such 

assignments as the transfer of technical information and knowledge,  along with 

the supply of capital equipment.       It  could undertake the design and construction 

of a railway system or an intogratod power notwork,  as well as the design and 

construction of a textile mill or cement project.       His Government was aware of 

the balance of payraonte proolaros of developing countries and would be propared 

to ortend credit facilities on a deferred payment br-sis in appropriate cases. 

His country also felt that there was considerable scope for collaborative effort 

in developing countries and would "be happy to co-operate in setting up joint 

ventures. 

46. In recent years India had also been making special efforts to develop 

indigenous expertise.      Thoro wore now sovoral institutions, both governmental 

and private, which were in a position to make their know-how and experience 

available to other developing countries. 

47. India also felt that there was a noed for moro active encouragement of 

economic and trade collaboration between developing countries.      The latter 

countrios had been accustomed to  look to the developed countries for capital, 

equipment, and specialized knowledge but there was now a largo variety of economic 

activities in which collaboration between the developing countries themselves 

could perhaps be more fruitful and of groater mutual benofit.      Transplantation 

of skills and technologies appropriate to a developed economy might often create 

problems in a developing economy and in such oases the experience of another 

developing country could often bo rewarding. 

48. The oain handioap of UNIDO was that it had still to rely to a large extent 

on the regular programme of the United Nations and on the UNDP Special Fund 

projects for its finances.      Although a few countries had come forward with 

voluntary contributions, such amounts were wholly inadequate.      At its first 

session the Board had adopted a resolution to the effect that the Secretary- 

Oenoral of the United Nations should convene an annual pledging conference in 

accordance with section II, paragraph 23(a) of General Assembly resolution 

2152 (XXI).      There was no indication that further progress had been made in that 

regard. 
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49. Ho drow attention, te the fact that the General Assembly resolution 

establishing the Industrial Development Board envisaged a close and continuous 

working relationship between UNIDO and the United Nations Conference on Trade 

and Development  and wont  on  to refer briefly to the resvlts of the second 

Conference,  which had boon held in India.      The Prime Minister of  India,  in her 

inaugural address,  had expressed the widespread hope that tho Conference would 

U3her in a now and potentially decisive stage in continued pursuit  of the 

objective of formulating and implementing now development-oriented trade and aid 

policies through the combined efforts of the international community.      Although 

the results of the Conference had in some respects boon disappointing,  the 

tentative stops taken towards economic development were nevertheless significant. 

50. Even such modest results dopended for their effectiveness on tho earnestness 

and speed with which they were implemented by tho developed countries and by 

%h3 international community as a whole.      His Government felt that the success 

or failure of the second Conference on Trade and Development  should bo judgod 

not so much by v.hat liad or had noi; been agreed upon,  but by how soon the decisions 

taken wore implemented.      There could surely be no better proof of tho inter- 

national community's ability to cope in the years to come with the multitude of 

unsolved problems than the speed and cucccss with which agreed decisions were 

carried out. 

The meeting rose at 12 noon. 
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